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Immediate Enhancements - 9/11/01

PLicensee and Certificate holders increased
security to highest level

P Increased guards, positions, weapons, patrols,
access restrictions

PTook prompt and additional measures
P Increased vigilance
PAugmented on-site forces
PExtended site access control points



Enhancements since 9/11/01 
Continued

PLocal and State assets, including National Guard
PFederal Assets
� Coast Guard
� Combat Air Patrols
PFlight restrictions
P Interagency coordination



Additional Security Measures

P Implemented by Order
POrders issued to power reactors, uranium

conversion facility, Category I & III, GDPs,
decommissioning reactors, independent spent fuel
storage installations, spent fuel transporters, non-
power reactors �2mw, design basis threat and
panoramic & underwater irradiators.

PAt various stages of development for other
facilities and licensees

PFocus on specific physical security and personnel
security measures



Comprehensive Review

PNRC conducted comprehensive review of design
basis threat; personnel access and access
restrictions; and security force fatigue, training
and qualifications

PNRC continues to conduct comprehensive
reviews of safeguards programs and other
regulatory issues

PScope covers all regulated facilities, including
power reactors, and scope of regulations

PSupports Commission deliberations



Design Basis Threat

PDBTs established in 1970
PRevised adversary characterisitics issued after

9/11 attacks
PTypes of weapons, caliber and equipment
� Insider knowledge
� Group size modified

PRevised DBT Orders issued 4/29/03



Threat Environment

PPlants reported suspicious incidents since 9/11
PHundreds of incidents reported -flyovers, threats,

suspicious individuals
P Investigated by law enforcement agencies
PNo specific, credible threats against U.S. nuclear

facilities



Security of Radioactive Sources

PPrompt actions following 9/11/01
� Issued advisories to licensees directing them to

heighten security, and be alert to and report suspicious
activities

� Enhanced security of transportation of large sources
� Verified license authorization of recipients prior to

shipment
� Increased coordination with FBI, U.S. Customs, and

other agencies involving radioactive material
� Evaluated relative attractiveness of sources for

terrorism purposes
� Conducted response exercises for crisis and

consequence management


